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The DevOps philosophy keeps gaining popularity due to its practices that allow                       
companies to quickly deliver software changes to their customers. Along with this                       
advent, Cloud Solutions continue to expand their customer base for                   
Infrastructure­As­A­Service (IaaS) and Platform­As­A­Service (PaaS) offerings. The             
amalgamation of these two concepts result in an opportunity to significantly reduce the                         
risks of managing the integration and delivery processes involved in the Software                       
Development Life Cycle, by relying on agile practices and the abstraction of complex                         
infrastructure elements. 
This study illustrates how a Cloud­based DevOps environment can bring benefits to                       
Enterprise level development teams through the comparison of two Cloud solutions:                     


































































































This research ​focuses on the evaluation of two different services from the point of                           
view of productivity, such services allow the user to interact with the                       
infrastructure of the companies that offer them so they can create their own                         
solutions to run in the "cloud", which means, the infrastructure is abstracted to                         
the end­user and they can focus on the development of their application and                         
generating value to their customers. However, even by abstracting most of the                       
non­functional elements, that, as Mark Cade, et ​al​. (2010, ​p​.20) describe, are                       
comprised by "performance, scalability, reliability, availability, extensibility,             
maintainability, manageability, and security", developing the software itself with                 
the functional requirements also presents its challenges and it is pointless to                       
have a mature reliable infrastructure if the application itself is susceptible to                       
failures and the process to deliver code changes is not efficient. 
 
Based on this context, this research analyzes two main points: Cloud Solutions                       
and DevOps tools, with focus on two specific options: Google Cloud Platform and                         




Strongly aligned with Lean and Agile concepts, DevOps is an idea that involves                         
cultural changes to break "silos", which means, eliminate red tape barriers                     
between teams in the IT Department and allow more collaboration that results in                         
more effective and efficient processes, this collaboration supports practices ​to                   
integrate and deliver software through automation. Enterprise level applications                 
might be comprised of dozens of components and, even with the abstraction of                         
many complex services that mature commercial ​middleware offers, such as,                   
Transaction Management, Messaging or Secure communication through             
Cryptography, a single failure on the application side might affect the entire                       
orchestration of a critical use case, assuming a reliable architecture, this failure                       
can only happen due to some code that is committed to the Source Control                           
Management (SCM) system that is not properly tested, or some component that                       
is erroneously deployed to a "Production environment" through manual tasks and                     
it is missing some dependencies, which could be another artifact or some                       
configuration that was not applied correctly, the solution for such scenarios is a                         








Cloud computing is leveraged in the IT Industry due to its power to handle high                             
demand requests and the abstraction of the low­level architectural components,                   
such as Servers, Network configuration and Load Balancing tools, with different                     
subscription models, users can benefit from Cloud Solutions to achieve more                     
reliable and cost­effective services. To mention some of the popular Cloud                     
Solutions found in the market: ​DropBox ​provides storage in the Cloud, Google                       
Application Engine allows the users to deploy Web applications written in Java or                         
Python to a high­available and scalable application server, Amazon EC2                   
provides a self­service Virtual Machine provisioning platform, Microsoft ​Azure                 
also allows the users to deploy Web Application to an Application Server                       
instance that is hosted in the Cloud; these services and vendors might be slightly                           
different but they are all trying to help their users by relieving the burden of                             
dealing with the actual infrastructure and the complexity associated to it. 
 
These Cloud services are categorized as Infrastructure­As­A­Service (IaaS),               
Platform­As­A­Service (PaaS) and Software­As­A­Service (SaaS). Starting from             
the most low­level option: IaaS provides Virtual Machines, storage and a network                       
that is fully configured to connect and manage each one of these servers, in                           
other words, a set of Infrastructure components that are available to the end­user                         
without exposing all the details about the actual architecture, including the                     
automated provisioning underneath the administration control panel. A PaaS                 
system raises the level of abstraction by providing a mechanism for the user to                           
deploy any Web Application and rely on the hosting Platform to respond to the                           
clients demand, it reacts automatically to guarantee non­functional requirements                 
like scalability, availability and security. The last cloud service category, SaaS, is                       
basically a fully­developed Web Application that offers some value for the end                       
user whereas all its internal configuration and architecture details are completely                     
abstracted, the user usually pays some subscription fee and consumes the                     
services provided by the application without any access to ​backend services like                       
Application Servers, Storage and Databases. 
 
The adoption of Cloud Solutions should, depending on the proper evaluation of                       
the options mentioned above, eliminate most of the requirements of an ideal                       
“Operations” criteria, but not all of them. The application that is deployed to the                           
Cloud still dictates some of the guidelines of its own maintainability. The                       
developers should not abstract the tasks that will be performed against the                       
application once it is already deployed. The Development and the Operations                     
team need to collaborate so the application can be designed with these                       
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 considerations in mind, unfortunately, it is not always the case, as Thomas A.                         
Limoncelli (2014, ​p​.31) mentions, “This is in contrast to strategies where                     
operations is an after­thought and operations engineers are forced into a position                       
of ‘running what other people build’. That’s the outdated way”. 
 
By leveraging Cloud Solutions, most of the Operations objectives of the                     
application can be achieved with the PaaS solutions available in the market, such                         
solutions accommodate capabilities like Monitoring, Graceful degradation,             
Redundancy and  Software upgrades. 
 
In this research, two Cloud Solutions were analyzed from the DevOps                     
perspective, an evaluation framework was elaborated to guide the comparison                   
and evidence which one presents the most ideal set of non­siloed tools and                         
services for Continuous Integration (CI) and Continuous Delivery (CD). The                   
author verified the interfaces provided to interact with the solutions’ components,                     
ran an experiment involving the creation of a Deployment Pipeline by leveraging                       
both PaaS and IaaS elements of each Cloud solution, deployed a sample                       
application and changed its code to simulate a Development environment.                   
Additional features like monitoring and bug tracking were also verified to check if                         
the solutions facilitate tasks that fall in the scope of an Operations team. 
 















Cloud services can be presented through different components: Software,                 
Platform and Infrastructure, all these services can be leveraged to facilitate the                       
process of developing software, to name a few examples: a secure bug tracking                         
system can keep all the users stories in the Cloud in a cost­effective way, a                             
scalable Web Application that receives thousands of requests every day or even                       
a reliable Cloud Storage that can be used by another application to host a large                             
set of documents, for such services, different Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)                     
can be defined to create evaluation frameworks that help users decide which                       
vendor provides the best Cloud Solution that is more aligned with their needs. 
 
In a scenario where the Software evolves, it is necessary to make sure that the                             
integration of the components of the end product and its delivery to the                         
customers happen in a smooth way. There are other relevant points beyond the                         
abstraction of non­functional requirements that the Cloud offers, the tools offered                     
by each Cloud Solution can also be evaluated to verify how a development                         
environment can be assembled and how the changes can be integrated and                       
delivered effectively and efficiently, such tools must be aligned with DevOps                     
practices. 
 
Cloud­Based solutions that can align their offerings with DevOps practices have                     
not been widely explored and, based on the advantages of such combination,                       
this is a valuable information for the IT industry. Such Cloud Solutions need to be                             
properly evaluated from the DevOps optic to gather a better understanding of                       


















DevOps introduces a new paradigm towards efficient Software Delivery                 
Life­Cycle (SDLC), according to Thomas A. Limoncelli (2014, ​p​.172): “DevOps is                     
an emerging field in operations. The practice of DevOps typically appears in web                         
application and cloud environments, but its influence is spreading to all parts of                         
all industries”, whereas cloud solutions continue to evolve into a reliable                     
cost­effective set of services that can allow companies of different dimensions ​to                       
reduce ​on­premises assets, JIA Xiaojing (2010) says that "No doubt, cloud                     
computing is the most popular topic of the IT industry in 2009. Google, Amazon,                           
Yahoo and other Internet service providers, as well as IBM, Microsoft and other                         
IT companies have proposed their own cloud computing strategy​”, therefore, the                     
amalgamation of both ideas is surely relevant to the IT Industry as it lets the team                               
focus more on the end product that they want to present to their customers, they                             
can achieve the right abstraction of non­functional requirements with the                   
assistance of Cloud Services and high­quality stable builds and deployments                   
produced by DevOps practices and tools. 
 
To reinforce how wide the scope of DevOps is, Soon K. Bang, et ​al​. (2013)                             
define the idea as "a combination of development and operations​” and it is stated                           
that “”diverse stakeholders are involved in DevOps, including business analysts,                   
software developers, software testers, and quality assurance personnel for                 
development, and system administrators, database administrators, network             
administrators, web masters, and security officers for operations”, this                 
emphasizes how valuable cloud­based DevOps services can be for an                   
organization, with the right set of tools, they can be leveraged throughout                       
different departments. 
 
Cloud Solutions’ offerings grow substantially and opportunities arise to leverage                   
them to improve the Quality of Service (​QoS​) of existing applications, to illustrate                         
the benefits of the Cloud adoption, Daniel Cukier (2013, ​p​.1) describes how he                         
successfully moved a Web Application to a Cloud infrastructure and connected                     
other cloud­based services to improve the non­functional aspects like storage,                   
email, load balancing and enhancing the ease of Operations responsibilities:                   
"Today, we are running using more than 20 virtual servers. We use ​memcached                         
servers to store user browser session data, Amazon S3 to store products photos                         
and static assets.​”, he even mentions some adoption of DevOps practices: “”We                       
have a test and staging environment with continuous integration and deployment                     




 In his article, he presents the rationale of each decision involving the Cloud                         
Services they have chosen to solve a specific problem. They developed a “HTML                         
as a Service” system that allows their users to interact, in an automated fashion,                           
with the Brazilian Post Office website and retrieve a posting code through                       
Selenium operations that run in background, although that seems to be more                       
involved with a functional requirement than with the development of the                     
application itself, automation is a very important practice within the DevOps                     
paradigm. 
 
There are a few “patterns” he illustrates that do not really touch the main                           
characteristics of DevOps (Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery),               
reinforcing the need for more studies involving DevOps services in the cloud.                       
Instead of describing patterns to leverage DevOps tooling to improve the                     
Software Development process, he presents the chosen Cloud services based                   
on specific needs involving the application use cases: files storage, ​messaging                     
queue, PaaS and email. It demonstrates ​that the application’s use­cases were                     
improved, not only by the Cloud services themselves, but the smooth integration                       
and automated deployment that is supported by such services. The DevOps                     
elements could have been more emphasized considering the title of the article.                       
One other pattern described in his article, “Load Balancing Application Server                     
with ​memcached user sessions”, presented a good practice for a distributed                     
architecture, which is to store user sessions’ data in a way that makes the                           
application redeployment more resilient. This idea connects really well with                   
Continuous Delivery since it prevents any disruption of service and allows more                       
automation on the deployment side. 
 
The last patterns discussed in Daniel’s article focus on both Logging and                       
Monitoring, which is also one of the pillars of DevOps, Juan F. ​Pérez​, et ​al​.                             
(2105, ​p​.1) describe how important is the visualization of the application’s data                       
from the DevOps perspective: “Recent years have seen the rise of the DevOps                         
approach for software development, which aims at closing the gap between                     
development and operations, providing timely feedback to the application                 
developer to speed­up the development cycle.”. ​The collaboration results in                   
greater knowledge sharing involving the application and the infrastructure                 
requirements. Several examples of Real User Monitoring solutions are                 
presented, for example, ​Zabbix​, ​Statsd and ​Pingdom​, all these recommendations                   
are valuable pieces of information when it comes to assemble a DevOps­focused                       
development environment. 
 
The author agrees with the statement from Daniel Cukier’s conclusion (2013,                     
p​.10) where it is mentioned that he “did not cover very important topics like                           
continuous delivery, deployment, configuration management, software quality             
process and tests. These are some issues that could complement this catalog to                         
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 form a Pattern Language with DevOps practices to scale ​web­based business                     
using the cloud.”, however, from the scalability point of view the selected services                         




Security is also a fundamental concern that is mostly handled within the                       
Operations scope, however, the idea of introducing DevOps to the enterprise                     
software development process revolves around the elimination of the “silos”                   
between teams, security engineers and developers must work together to share                     
knowledge and solve technical debts on both sides to achieve a cooperation that                         
results in changes that will not affect the stability of the system and keep the                             
compliances involving security. 
 
To illustrate some of the security concerns and elaborate how they are handled                         
within enterprise­level vendors, the author analyzed the issues presented by                   
cloud services that were built on top of Open Source systems. According to Rao                           
(2003), in her white paper for the SANS Institute, the usage of open source                           
software for enterprise requirements is associated with risks because it presents                     
“Absence of meticulous evaluation”, “Spurious open source” and “Lack of                   
sponsorship”. Once the open source system is used as a foundation for the                         
elaboration of a larger proprietary solution, it expected that the companies behind                       
such development should mitigate the risks by setting the appropriate security                     
policies within the elements of the infrastructure and verify the source code for                         
any Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (​CVE​), reducing, this way, the risks                     
introduced to enterprise level applications. 
 
The creation of a cloud­based Deployment Pipeline can be aligned with security                       
standards, such as, the Payment Card Industry (PCI), through the introduction of                       
measures like: strict authorization and authentication management solutions to                 
handle multi­tenant component, firewall configuration of the elements hosted in                   
the cloud and even encryption mechanisms for the customer data. Some Cloud                       
Solutions also offer “Private Cloud” environments that would still present the                     
benefits of the abstraction of infrastructure elements and allow the provisioning of                       
the DevOps tools. The usage of fictitious data in the development pipeline is also                           
an option for mitigate the friction of introducing any changes to the application,                         
this is one alternative that can be leveraged but different solutions can always be                           
implemented as knowledge sharing and experimentation for continuous               
improvement are some of the pillars of the DevOps paradigm, although the                       








Continuous Integration or CI is the practice of having a centralized place for                         
testing and building Software artifacts, eliminating any inconsistencies associated                 
with builds that are produced in a developer’s machine, many PaaS solutions                       
offer a “Push­to­Deploy” service that automatically deploys the application                 
package to an Application Server once the code is committed to the source­code                         
repository (such service is used in cloud platforms like Google Application                     
Engine, IBM Bluemix and Heroku), this exercise of Continuous Integration is very                       
aligned with the adoption of Cloud Services as it relies on an abstraction of the                             
infrastructure associated with the source­code repository, the build machine and                   
the Application Server to where the application is deployed, some of these                       
solutions even offer a Development Pipeline, which not only trigger the                     
deployment “on demand” but also allow the user to set up a scheduled build to                             
increase the quality of the software through constant testing and verification of its                         
use­cases. 
 
The biggest advantages of implementing CI in the Cloud are related to the                         
availability of the build servers and, specially, the scalability of them, ​Gopularam​,                       
et ​al​. (2012, ​p​.4) illustrate an interesting experiment in their article where they                         
demonstrate how to run a high amount of test cases in a shorter time­frame by                             
introducing more Virtual Machines to share the workload of the Selenium tests,                       
they state the following: “The time taken gradually decreases with addition of ​a                         
greater number of testbeds. The time taken for running 324 Firefox test cases is                           
54 minutes with 10 testbeds and where as it is 15 minutes with 30 testbeds.”, this                               






Another concept that was absorbed during this research concerns the abstraction                     
of the additional components required for proper Continuous Integration tests,                   
assuming that a given functionality relies on a virtual machine, a database or a                           
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server, it is interesting to design                     
the Cloud­Based solution so it will base the provision of such components on the                           
Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA), which                 
basically turns them into “service topologies”. According to Johannes Wettinger,                   
et ​al​. (2012, ​p​.4): “The result is a self­contained, portable, and executable service                         
model that can be used to deploy and manage service instances in the Cloud ”,                             
the author also checks if the cloud platforms evaluated in this research follow                         
such concept. 
 
With such specification, it is reinforced the abstraction of the infrastructure and                       
focus on the interaction between each entity within the Cloud­Based Solution,                     
always considering services as opposed to nodes. Following the same paradigm,                     
it is possible to leverage the elasticity of the build server and seize the                           












Continuous Delivery or CD can be translated as Automated Deployment that                     
comprises all the dependencies and settings required for a given application to                       
produce value to its end­users, it follows the paradigm of “Infrastructure as Code”                         
so it facilitates the consistency between different environments since the                   
application is deployed against a topology whose nodes are provisioned                   
programmatically. 
 
Another article from Johannes Wettinger, et ​al​. (2013, ​p​.1) focus on both DevOps                         
and Cloud services, describing the motivation and elaboration of a framework to                       
perform automated deployment of the application utilizing DevOps tools: Chef                   
and Puppet, to install the required ​middlewares of the application, which implies                       
a preference for the usage of IaaS over PaaS because they are "geared towards                           
deploying whole application stacks in Virtual Machine images (VMs), following                   
the IaaS model that has been dominant in the Cloud service market​”, this leads                           
to a discussion involving the tread­off of abstracting the infrastructure                   
configuration, PaaS solutions are indicated if the application does not require a                       
high level of customization on the Operational System (OS) or the Application                       
Server side, IaaS allows the user to perform more low­level changes specific to                         
the application, however, if the PaaS Solution allows the user to apply such                         
configurations without compromising the factor of low complexity and                 
auto­scalability, it should be the preferable option. 
 
Other articles present interesting opinions around the Cloud Services evaluated                   
in this research, on his paper, Tudor ​Alexandru (2014, ​p​.19) talks about some                         
peculiarities of PaaS and specifically mentions some details about Google                   
Application Engine, unlike Daniel Cukier, he advocates the adoption of IaaS over                       
PaaS by exemplifying that "the application code must conform to specific APIs.                       
Google App Engine, one of the most successful products in this setting, supports                         
only applications written in Java and Python and in the Java code, threads are                           
not allowed", this raises some awareness involving the limitations that are                     
introduced by the PaaS Application Servers. 
 
The advantage of IaaS over PaaS, considering the level of flexibility, is very                         
clear, however, it should be a requirement for enterprise level applications with                       
specific points of complexity. In this research, IaaS is leveraged purely to enable                         
the Continuous Integration environment, assembling Jenkins and Selenium Hub                 
Virtual Machines, and only when this is necessary, in IBM BlueMix, per instance,                         
Jenkins is made available through Software­As­A­Service (SaaS), so, it works for                     
the conventional Continuous Integration scenario to assemble a Development                 
pipeline, on top of that, BlueMix was built on top of Cloud Foundry, which is an                               
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 open­source technology that works with multiple IaaS ​back­ends​, it is very                     
flexible and facilitates the configuration of different technology stacks (​NodeJS,                   





The research within this specific perspective did not result in many articles,                       
among the few articles that were gathered, the one that better connects the                         
previously­mentioned topics (DevOps and Cloud Solutions), was written by                 
Daniel Cukier but, as it was stated in his own conclusion, there were important                           
topics associated with Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery that were                   
not addressed in his research, he presented many Cloud Services that were                       
connected to his application along with alternatives, resulting in an interesting                     
case study that also presents multiple candidates for a successful Cloud                     
integration. However, while focusing on the comparison of different Cloud                   
Solutions, Saurabh Kumar Garg, et ​al​. (2013, ​p​.2) state that: “it is not sufficient to                             
just discover multiple Cloud services but it is also important to evaluate which is                           
the most suitable Cloud service. In this context, the Cloud Service Measurement                       
Index Consortium (CSMIC) has identified metrics that are combined in the form                       
of the Service Measurement Index (SMI), offering comparative evaluation of                   
Cloud services”, the article documents the creation of a framework named as                       
Service Measurement Index for the Cloud (SMICloud), which evaluates Cloud                   
Solutions based on metrics and criteria that focus on Service Level Agreement                       
(SLA), the measurement index is a pragmatic approach to analyze and compare                       
services, once it is provided as a framework, it helps the user ​to properly                           
evaluate​ services so the right decision can be made. 
 
The comparison of Cloud Solutions is also explored in a white paper published                         
by Chris Haddad (2011, ​p​.5), where he even mentions the “DevOps Tooling” as                         
one of the ​criteria for the evaluation of the best vendor for Cloud Services, he                             
elaborates some of the characteristics of DevOps tools in the following way:                       
“PaaS offerings often support DevOps practices, which include self­service,                 
automated provisioning, continuous integration, and continuous delivery”, these               
practices act like valuable criteria points to indicate which Cloud Solution can                       
provide services that facilitates user operations. 
 
The approach selected by Saurabh Kumar Garg, et ​al​. is very interesting as it is                             
based on an actual consortium that received support from CA Technologies,                     
Accenture and universities like University of Melbourne and City University                   
London; the Cloud Services Measurement Initiative Consortium (CSMIC)               
separates their evaluation points in the following topics: Accountability, Agility,                   
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 Assurance, Financial, Security and Privacy, Performance and Usability. In                 
addition to that, the criteria selected by Haddad covers the DevOps tooling and                         
the basic Cloud characteristics, the characteristics are documented by the                   
National Institute of Standards and Technology, also known as NIST (2012), they                       
are: On­demand self­service, Broad network access, Resource pooling, Rapid                 
elasticity and Measured service; this list presents a good set of capabilities for                         
Cloud Solutions. The objective of this research is to use such evaluation                       









The main goals of this research are the successful configuration of a Deployment                         
Pipeline on both Cloud platforms and the analysis of the capabilities for                       
comparison purposes. This experiment answers the following questions related                 
to the Cloud Solutions under analysis: 
● Which one contains the best set of offerings to build and test a Web                           
Application? 
● Which one provides the best set of tools to help the user to quickly deliver                             
a change to a Production environment without affecting the quality of the                       
application? 
● Which one offers the best set of monitoring tools to support decisions                       
involving additional changes and operations? 
● Which one has the best set of components to assemble a Deployment                       
Pipeline, including testing tools and IaaS elements, such as virtual                   
machines? 
● Which one presents a cost­effective model to provision a Deployment                   
Pipeline and Virtual Machines? 
 
The purpose of this research is to analyze Cloud Solutions and point out which                           
one would provide appropriate features to achieve better integration with DevOps                     
practices. For this analysis, two of these solutions were chosen: Google Cloud                       
Platform, that allows you to “build and run applications on Google's infrastructure”                       
(Google, 2014), and IBM Bluemix, whose main objective is to “simplify the                       
delivery of an application by providing services that are ready for immediate use                         
and hosting capabilities to enable internal scale development” (IBM, 2014). 
 
IBM Bluemix should present an advantage over Google Cloud Platform due to its                         
awareness of the modern needs of Software Development and its strong                     
offerings involving DevOps services. 
 
Through this research, a couple of evaluation frameworks and scorecards were                     
mapped to be used as reference to the comparison between these two Cloud                         
Solutions, the author deploys a sample application through the pipeline and                     
verifies several points of the Software Development Life­Cycle, considering the                   
DevOps tooling of both Google Cloud Platform and IBM Bluemix. 
 
The results of this research should present a tangible example of how to explore                           
the features of such PaaS solutions and point the one that stands out among the                             
evaluated options. 
The selection of these two specific solutions was based on key similarities, such                         
as, the strong brands associated with both solutions (Google and IBM), the  
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 the DevOps alignment presented by both companies and the focus on their Java                         
Enterprise Edition PaaS offerings: Google Application Engine started with                 
Python but, a year later, Google met the demand from Java developers and                         
released a version of GAE for Java, whereas IBM Bluemix was released with a                           
Websphere Liberty Profile option among its supported technologies. 
 
There are other strong candidates that could have been included in this research:                         
Microsoft Azure, Salesforce, Amazon Beanstalk, Heroku (Which was acquired by                   
Salesforce in 2010) and Red Hat’s OpenShift, all these Cloud Solutions are                       
associated wi​th industry leaders and were adopted by a substantial number of                       
users, they can be found the latest Gartner’s Magic Quadrant reports (Figures                       
3.1 and 3.2) for IaaS (Gartner, 2014) and PaaS (Cloud Computing, 2014). Some                         
of them do not show up in both quadrants as they are focused exclusively on the                               
PaaS Model, which is the case of the Salesforce solution. The other ones fall in a                               










Google Cloud Platform was selected due to its popularity, which is mostly                       
concentrated on Google Application Engine. This PaaS Solution has been in the                       
market since 2008 and it attracted users from multidimensional companies, it is                       
among the fastest and cheapest options according to online cloud comparison                     
articles. Peter Wayner (Computerworld, 2014) conducts a benchmarking               
exercise with Virtual Machines provided by three different Cloud Solutions:                   
Amazon EC2, Google Compute Engine and Microsoft Azure, this exercise was                     
performed with the DaCapo benchmarks, elaborated by Stephen M Blackburn, et                     
al​. (2006, ​p​.1), which is “a set of general purpose, realistic, freely available Java                           
applications” elaborated by the Open­Source community, in the ​ComputerWorld                 
article, this benchmark approach is used to run instances of Java Virtual                       
Machines in the cloud­provisioned machines, among the description of the                   
results it was stated that “​a Google machine had the fastest time in 13 of the 14                                 
tests. A Windows Azure machine had the fastest time in only one of the                           
benchmarks. Amazon was never the fastest.​”, another section describes the                   
results based on the pricing criteria in the following way: “A Google machine was                           
the cheapest option in eight of the 14 tests. A Windows Azure instance was                           
cheapest in five tests​. An Amazon machine was the cheapest in only one of the                             
tests.”, although Google Cloud Platform have not been pointed as the top­leader                       




 In the DevOps perspective, Google has also adopted and established                   
Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery practices within the Company,                 
their Engineering Director (Melody Meckfessel 2​014) stated the following: “we do,                     
internally, each day: 800 thousand builds, 2 Petabytes of build outputs, 100                       
Million Test Cases and 30 thousand Changelists; the rate of code generation, it's                         
not about the number of changes, I'm trying to indicate how quickly the iteration                           
cycle could be and how fast, for me, my missio​n is how fast I can make it for an                                     
engineer to take that idea and get it out reliably to the user community”. The                             
same paradigm is applied to their IaaS and PaaS offerings, Google Cloud                       
Platform offers a Release Pipeline that automates builds, test and deployment                     
operations. They also offer a monitoring feature to accelerate the troubleshooting                     
and the act of resuming the correct state of the application and the services                           
supply for end­users. 
 
Google Cloud Platform also offers Cloud services associated with Big Data, in his                         
article, Stefano ​Bellasio ​(Cloud Academy, 2014) says that “today Google has                     
some of the most advanced labs in the world about data mining, machine                         
learning and, of course, Artificial Intelligence”. Based on the potential of Big Data                         
services, Google Cloud tends to reach higher ranks in the overall evaluation of                         
Cloud Solutions and gain a wider market adoption. The collection of large                       
amounts of data is particularly interesting if leveraged to improve the interaction                       
with the infrastructure by learning more about anomalies such as network                     
outages or slowness. This can be achieved by parsing log entries, the                       
improvement of services through knowledge sharing and monitoring is aligned                   
with DevOps practices. 
 
IBM Bluemix is one of the latest Cloud Solutions introduced in the market (it was                             
released in February 2014), it was strongly advertised as “a set of DevOps                         
services”, Jason Verge (​Datacenterknowledge, 2014) presents Bluemix as a                 
solution “based on IBM’s Open Cloud Architecture and Cloud Foundry, with                     
SoftLayer acting as the underpinning of the platform. Bluemix provides DevOps                     
in the cloud. After selecting a variety of open source technologies and back­ends,                         
Bluemix provisions the entire environment in the cloud”, this association with the                       
DevOps practices makes the Cloud Solution the perfect candidate for this                     
research. 
 
In Bluemix PaaS, Java applications are deployed to the Websphere Liberty                     
Profile runtime. Liberty is a lightweight Java Application Server that is easily                       
configured and allows Java applications to be deployed seamlessly. According to                     
Alex Mulholland’s article (DeveloperWorks, 2014), Liberty Profile is the ideal                   
Application Server to host Cloud applications, she mentioned that “​The Liberty                     
runtime ​is available through the Liberty build­pack, which can automatically bind                     
your application t​o many of the Bluemix services, so they are quick and easy to                             
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 use.​”. This easy decoupling of components facilitates the usage of such                     
Application Server. Bluemix is built on top of Cloud Foundry, the open­source                       
PaaS Solution, it provides an abstraction of runtime engines and it can                       
accommodate all technologies (Java, PHP, Python, Ruby, Node JS), it also work                       
with custom “buildpacks” that allow the developers to package the entire                     
application server and push it to the Cloud, increasing the flexibility of the Cloud                           
offerings. 
 
Microsoft’s Azure was pointed as one of the top choices in Gartner’s Magic                         
Quadrant for both IaaS and PaaS in 2014 (as seen in Figures 3.1 and 3.2). It is a                                   
robust Cloud Solution that supports multiple technologies and even offers a                     
Continuous Integration pipeline in its Online Visual Studio management console.                   
According to Keith Mayer (Blogs.technet.com, 2014), Microsoft’s Senior               
Technical Evangelist, “Together with Microsoft Azure, Visual Studio Online                 
promotes a consistent, cloud­enabled approach to delivering reliable enterprise                 
solutions throughout all development and operations phases”. However, beyond                 
its wide adoption from .NET developers and Microsoft enthusiasts, Windows                   
Azure is still enhancing its Java support. According to one of Microsoft’s News                         
from Central and Eastern Europe (Openness CEE, 2014): “Azul Systems, the                     
award­winning leader in Java runtime scalability and Microsoft have partnered                   
last year on a Windows distribution build of the community­driven open source                       
Java™ implementation, known as OpenJDK™, for Windows Server on the Azure                     
platform”, based on that the author decided to evaluate Google and IBM                       
solutions only.  
 
Amazon Web Services (including its PaaS offering, Elastic Beanstalk, also                   
known as “EB”) is also among the leaders of IaaS Solutions. However, AWS are                           
often associated with high investments and management overhead (decreases                 
the abstraction in its PaaS model and requires configuration of underlying                     
components like the Application Server and the Network). This complex                   
management aspects are not very aligned with the DevOps paradigm, so it is not                           
ideal for the objectives of this research. 
 
Google Cloud Platform and IBM Bluemix present a cloud services model that                       
leverages both PaaS and IaaS offerings: Bluemix has a special focus on its PaaS                           
Model with a wide variety of services in its catalogue, whereas Google offers                         
additional IaaS provisioning options, such as Google Storage. Both companies                   
provide a solid and reliable infrastructure and, as per the practices mentioned                       
previously, are known DevOps evangelists, such similarities reinforce the                 
decision towards these two vendors. 
 






In order to empirically explore the offerings of each Cloud Solution from the                         
DevOps perspective, the author assembled a Deployment Pipeline (combining                 
Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery concepts) in both Google Cloud                   
Platform and IBM Bluemix. 
 
The application's code is subject to a Development Pipeline that performs Unit                       
Testing and produces continual builds to increase quality assurance (Continuous                   
Integration). The application is then deployed to its respective PaaS (Google                     
Application Engine, also known as GAE, or IBM Bluemix's Websphere                   
Application Server Liberty Profile) automatically. As part of the Continuous                   
Delivery evaluation, the source­code stream and versioning were configured to                   
properly identify the builds that, based on the automated testing against the                       
sample application's interface, became eligible for Production deployment, this                 
eligibility is set by Tagging builds. 
 
Each Cloud Solution was also evaluated based on the flexibility of their                       





As discussed in the Literature Survey, there are two evaluation tools whose                       
format is aligned with the analysis proposed in this research. The first is the                           
framework created by Saurabh Kumar Garg, et ​al​. (2013), based on the Cloud                         
Service Measurement Index Consortium (CSMIC), which was named as “Service                   
Measurement Index Cloud framework” (SMICloud). The second is the “PaaS                   
Scorecard” created by Chris Haddad (2011). Based on the criteria presented by                       
these tools, the author defined a set of capabilities to evaluate the components of                           
each Cloud Solution from the DevOps perspective, this set of capabilities                     





The report is composed of scorecards to illustrate the gathered metrics followed                       
by a description of results, strong facilitation points and challenges related to                       
specific capabilities, the last section is related to the overall conclusions. 
 
In order to measure the qualitative capabilities, the author sets a specific score                         
for each of the DevOps capabilities on each Cloud Solution, similar to the “PaaS                           
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 Scorecard”, where Chris Haddad (2011) describe the process stating that “PaaS                     
offerings score high (10) when they are well integrated with preferred software                       
development life­cycle tooling across all application life­cycle phases. PaaS                 
offerings score low (1) when they deliver a disconnected and siloed design,                       
development, deployment, and management experience”. The author decided to                 
use this range for the scores (1­10), each capability will be classified according to                           
its level of compliance with the DevOps practices. Beyond the qualitative points,                       
the elapsed time to build and deploy the app should also be analyzed, including                           
the “Pricing” based on the projection of costs that is provided by each Cloud                           
Solution. 
 
The data was obtained through empirical exercises with both Cloud Solutions,                     
the results are mostly based on a sampling approach involving a Java EE                         
Application, a substantial set of libraries and a relational database interaction.                     
The author performed multiple tests by delivering code changes through the                     
pipeline to check the performance of each operation that is carried out in the                           
Cloud environment. 
3.1. The evaluation framework ­ DOMICloud 
As mentioned previously, the approach for this research is to utilize two                       
already­existing evaluation tools as reference to create a new one that shall                       
focus on the DevOps components, these evaluation tools are: the “Service                     
Measurement Index Cloud framework” (SMICloud) and the “PaaS Scorecard”. 
These tools were chosen because they contain a well­organized list of Key                       
Performance Indicators (KPIs) and were elaborated specifically for the evaluation                   
of Cloud Solutions, this is aligned with the concepts that are explored in this                           
research: DevOps and Cloud Solutions. By using these measurement indexes                   
and criteria categories as a reference, the author defined a new set of criteria                           
points based on the experiments conducted in both Cloud Platforms. It was                       
necessary to create a new framework because these two tools do not cover the                           
full scope of the elements being analyzed in this research, SMICloud analyzes                       
Cloud Solutions from the services point of view, without a more specialized                       
analysis of the DevOps aspects of the actual platform, whereas, the “PaaS                       
Scorecard”, although it presents some focus on DevOps, it is limited to the                         
aspects of PaaS solutions and disregards the IaaS elements, it does not focus on                           
the evaluation of Cloud solutions from the point of view of both IaaS and PaaS,                             
the white paper also does not present any details about how the evaluation data                           
were obtained from the cloud platforms. 
The SMICloud ​is composed of Accountability, Agility, Assurance, Financial,                 
Security and Privacy, Performance and Usability; based on these points the                     
author mapped a set of qualitative and quantitative items, this set of capabilities                         
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 should be referred to, from now on, as ​DevOps Measurement Index for the                         
Cloud (DOMICloud) ​framework. Each item of the DOMICloud reflects one of                     
more items of the CSMIC, creating a layer of specialization that is more                         
DevOps­oriented, they are 6 items: ​Friendly, Simple, Automated, Operable,                 
Fast and Cost­Effective​. Each item is listed below to illustrate how they are                         





○ Description: Bootstrapping​. ​The ease of subscribing to the Cloud                 
service and creating a simple application. 
○ How can it be determined: The author describes his initial                   
experience with both Cloud Solutions and analyzes the               
bootstrapping process based on the official documentation of each                 
vendor. 
● Simple 
○ Multiple offerings for similar objectives with different features, low                 
level of complexity involving the specific requirements to deploy on                   
the PaaS. 
○ How can it be determined: By checking the effort to refactor the                       
sample application code according to the requirements of the PaaS                   
where it will be deployed, checking if the provisioning of services                     
does not present too many obstacles, identifying siloed               
components. 
● Automated 
○ The set­up process of a Deployment Pipeline, create and bind                   
services with the application, create Virtual Machines automatically. 
○ How can it be determined: By evaluating the creation of the                     
Deployment Pipeline and its dependencies based on the official                 
documentation and presents evidence to support which option has                 
more out­of­the­box Self­Service mechanisms. 
● Operable 
○ Focused on Operations’ tasks, options within the Administration               
Dashboard (Auditing and logs). 
○ How can it be determined: By explores the features related to the                       
visualization of data produced by the Deployment Pipeline and the                   




○ Good storage and services quotas even on basic packages, better                   
pricing. 
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 ○ How can it be determined: By checking, at the end of the exercises                         
on both Cloud Platforms, the billing details presented on their                   

















○ How can it be determined: By triggering the deployment through the                     
pipeline and taking note of the time spent on each transaction                     
(commit, build, test, deploy, GUI Testing); this can be mapped in                     
the Deployment Pipeline’s logs (Maven build logs). By verifying how                   
fast new applications and Virtual Machines are provisioned               
verifying, when possible, the logs of the respective command line                   
utilities provided by each vendor. 
 
These are the capabilities defined by the DOMICloud evaluation framework, it is                       





The score utilized for the interaction with the tools of each platform, as described                           
previously, is based on the “PaaS Scorecard”, this method was elaborated ​to                       





 3. Set up Command­Line Interface (CLI) utilities locally and prepare “off­line”                   
development environment through the configuration of a J2EE Application                 
Server and a local database instance 
4. Adjust the settings of the sample web application to match the specific                       
requirements of the PaaS J2EE container 
5. Bind and configure a Cloud Database service 
6. Create the Deployment Pipeline, making sure that the sample web                   
application is working as expected 
7. Create Virtual Machines to set up Graphic User Interface (GUI) automated                     
tests and link it with the sequence of the steps within the pipeline 
8. Evaluate additional features offered by each platforms, such as:                 
Monitoring tools, logging and Bug Tracking solutions. 
 
The author analyzed each these steps and took ​screenshots to gather evidence                       
of the results of each operation, the points granted to each operation are                         






This score is associated       
with operations that     
present a high level of         
“friction”. They are not       
performed efficiently. 
Not automated and involves excessive         
configuration 
 
The platform does not provide any tool to               
facilitate the configuration or provisioning of a             
given component of the application development           
lifecycle, the features associated with its           
enhancement and maintainability are also         
included in the classification, for example,           




Operations that introduce     
some complexity, either     
through non­intuitive or     
unnecessary steps. 
It is either partially automated or does not               
offer orchestration with other components 
The platform provides automated methods to           
install dependencies of a given component but             
not the component itself, there is still need for                 
manual interaction to achieve the objective. Per             





No critical impact to any         
Automated but presents strictly limited         
configuration. 
 
The component can be automatically         
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 interaction with the     
interface or the     
configuration of its     
services. 
provisioned and posses an interface to           
communicate with other components, however,         
due to the nature of its automatic configuration,               
it affects the objective of the overall automation,               
per instance, a Jenkins VM that is automatically               




Very intuitive and helps       
the user to achieve all         
objectives efficiently and     
effectively. 
Fully automated with ideal abstraction of           
configuration. 
 
The component is activated and all the basic               
configuration is applied seamlessly, but the user             
is still allowed to customize it and leverage its                 
features to improve the application development           
lifecycle. For example: a Deployment Pipeline           
that is created along with the application and is                 
still open to extensibility. 
Table 3.1.​ DOMICloud Scores and their respective characteristics. 
In order to perform all of these operations, the author allocated two weeks to set                             
up and verify the results on each Cloud Solution. That included assembling the                         
Deployment Pipeline and the configuration of the sample Web Application. All                     
steps are performed with constant consulting of the Google Cloud Platform and                       
IBM Bluemix official documentations.  
 
Regarding the limitations of the methodology: the research conducted here was                     
performed with a limited financial investment, so the scalability aspects of the                       
Pipeline could not be explored as the computation of the activities incur in high                           
expenses. 
3.2. The Deployment Pipeline 
The pipeline ​is composed of steps that produce the application’s artifacts and                       
deliver them in a way that they can be consistently consumed by the end­users,                           
this consistency is achieved through testing and automation, tests should flag                     
any issues introduced by any ​change​, stop the flow of the software delivery and                           
notify the team responsible for such change, the automation makes the                     
deployment less error­prone and accelerates the overall set of tasks, in                     
real­world scenarios, multiple environments are created to verify all these steps                     
and even perform some environment­specific operations to increase the quality                   










The common practice is explained through the diagram below (Figure 3.3). The                       
initial environment (Environment 1) is the main development environment, its                   
pipeline might be executed every night, on demand or scheduled to run every N                           
hours. Normally, this environment’s pipeline is not associated with any manual                     
task and it must redeploy very often to make sure that each change can be safely                               
accommodated into the next part of the release, the steps are normally                       
comprised of: 
1. Build/Test: pulls the code from the GIT Source Control Management                   
(SCM) system, run static analysis, unit test and produce packages that                     
should be deployed. 
2. Deploy: interact with the application server ​in order to install the application                       
so it will be available within that given environment. 
3. Graphic User Interface (GUI) Test: automates the verification of the                   
application’s interface, along with its functionality, it is usually performed by                     
tools that automate operations in a browser, simulating users’ actions. 
4. Tag Good Build: Once the changes are successfully processed by the                     
other steps of the pipeline, the practice is to either run a specific SCM                           
command should create a logical grouping of the code files (build tagging),                       
or just “tag” the actual artifacts produced by the build using some other tool                           
that manages such artifact. 
5. Manual Tests: Human­based testing is required to ensure that the builds                     
are not being validated erroneously by some problem with the automation.                     
This is usually performed in other environments like Quality Assurance or                     
User Acceptance Tests. Multiple environments might exist to accommodate                 
this objective (ENVIRONMENT 1*N).  
6. Load Tests: To ensure that the application will also operate consistently in                       
different performance scenarios, a set of tests introduce some work load to                       
the application so it can be monitored and produce reports that will help the                           
teams involved to make decisions regarding required changes, this should                   
indicate adjustments that need to be applied to the application or even                       
re­engineering of the architecture, there are different kinds of tests: Load                     
tests, Stress tests and Capacity tests. This kind of task can also be                         








There are alternatives that involve just a subset of these steps: some                       
development teams work with a simple pipeline that just produces the artifacts,                       
perform a manual deployment against a Test environment and then wait until the                         
QA team finishes their tests, verify the QA report. The application is then                         
deployed to the Production environment by documenting steps and delegating                   
the deployment to the “Operations” team, based on the requirements of the                       
release, several other teams also need to follow a set of steps to assist with the                               
deployment of the application (Network configuration, Database updates,               
Application Server adjustments). This practice presents itself as an inefficient                   
approach for the following reasons: 
● Presence of manual operations that can be automated (Tests,                 
configuration, deployment) 
● Silos between teams 
● Lack of environments to evaluate different kinds of tests and perform                     
adjustments 
 
The Deployment Pipeline is in the center of the evaluation conducted in this                         
research, the author created a pipeline in both platforms to compare and contrast                         
the steps of the setup process and the tools associated with it considering the                           
capabilities described in the DOMICloud framework. For the purposes of this                     
research, the pipeline should contain the basic steps expected in a Development                       
environment (ENVIRONMENT 1): Build, Test, Deploy, GUI Test and Build                   




The Google Cloud Platform offers a “Release Pipeline” that automatically                   
provisions a subset of the required steps (build, test and deploy), however, due                         
to the lack of a GUI Testing service and to a compatibility problem between the                             
artifacts produced by the build and the Java support in the GAE (refer to Chapter                             
4), the author decided to leverage the IaaS provisioning features of the Google                         
Compute Engine (GCE). To do this two Virtual Machines were created: one of                         
them with a Jenkins instance and the other one running a Selenium Hub to                           
facilitate the GUI Test, the tool was configured to build, test, deploy the                         
application to GAE and trigger the GUI Test through Selenium. 
 
Even though the Continuous Integration server could not be fully configured                     
seamlessly through automation, the official Google Cloud documentation (2015)                 
provides full guidance to “​set up an App Engine application so that is deployed                           
automatically whenever you push your code to your connected Git repository. It                       
uses Jenkins to configure and manage automatic build and deployment.​”, so the                       
Google Cloud pipeline (Figure 3.4) was configured based on these steps,                     
including the provisioning of a Google SQL database that is used by both the                           






In IBM Bluemix, once the user creates a GIT repository, it will automatically                         
provision a basic Deployment Pipeline containing the build, test and deploy                     
steps, the author identified one issue related to a specific component of the                         
sample application: the presence of the Spring framework libraries. That was                     
solved by configuring a custom version of the Liberty Profile application server                       
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 (Refer to Appendix D), a new step had to be added to the pipeline to perform the                                 
GUI Test, this was performed through the creation of a Virtual Machine within                         
Bluemix’s IaaS and the configuration of a Selenium Hub to allow the execution of                           
Selenium test cases triggered by the Pipeline. 
 
A database service was selected to support the sample application’s                   
functionalities and the Unit Tests within the pipeline. At the time of this research,                           
ClearDB MySQL was the only valid MySQL Database option that would be                       
similar to the Google SQL database. The Bluemix Pipeline (Figure 3.5) presents                       
a considerable level of abstraction of the underlying technology and complexity of                       






Once the Deployment Pipelines are fully configured, the author tested them by                       
creating code ​changes to modify the interface and ​backend functionality of the                       
sample application. Each step was observed and analyzed through the criteria                     









This chapter presents the results of the experiments with both Google Cloud                       
Platform and IBM Bluemix (the steps taken to assemble the deployment pipelines                       
are located in appendices C and D respectively), including the analysis from the                         
point of view of the DOMICloud qualitative points and the reports followed by                         
scorecards, as elaborated previously. 
4.1. Interacting with Google Cloud Platform 
The service subscription (Table 4.1) presented some friction since it presented a                       
form containing numerous fields and based on the strict dependency associated                     
with the credit card, the integration with a service like Google Wallet could turn                           
that into a more seamless operation. 
 












Google Cloud Platform offers a variety of services in an organized and intuitive                         
interface, the Dashboard (Table 4.2) presents an adequate amount of                   
configuration options and it is supported by clear instructions found on each                       
page, it would have been ideal if the Deployment Pipeline could be monitored                         



















The Command Line Interface utilities (Table 4.3) are easy to use and, for some                           
operations, they are preferred over the web interface as it facilitate operations                       
such as the network configuration to allow communication through specific ports                     
and the Virtual Machine provisioning, the embedded Google Application Engine                   
instance that is integrated with the Google Cloud SDK is very useful since it                           
allows the user to verify any compatibility issues prior to the deployment to the                           
cloud. 
 












The GAE Application presented some issues, the most critical ones were the                       
compatibility issues with the JSPs compiled with the JDK version 8 and the                         
limitations associated with the Java libraries that could not be deployed to the                         
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 Application Server container (See Appendix C), however, the embedded GAE                   
instance that is available in Google SDK facilitates the testing on the local                         
development environment, also the deployment to the cloud GAE has proven                     
itself to be very fast, once the first deployment is performed, the subsequent                         
changes are quickly integrated into the application. 
 












The services binding was verified, mainly, by provisioning a MySQL Database                     
service in the Google Cloud platform and linking it with the GAE application, the                           
initial configuration of the Google SQL instance involved the creation of the                       
database, the user management operations and the network access control                   
adjustments, however, this special Google SQL database acts as a custom layer                       
on top a regular MySQL 5.5. Database, this requires a special JDBC driver that is                             
only created once the application is deployed to the cloud, this special                       




























The creation of the Deployment Pipeline demanded numerous manual steps and                     
the “Release Pipeline” offering presented problematic results due to the lack of                       
support on GAE for the JDK version 8 (refer to Appendix C). The Jenkins server                             
was assembled easily by leveraging the existing Bitnami image but all the                       
remaining steps and ​plugins had to be configured manually, this lack of                       
comprehensive automation impacted on the final score. 
 












The author could not identify any Bitnami image available with a pre­assembled                       
Selenium Hub, although there is a web page that collects feedback from users                         
regarding the plan to release such image (Bitnami, 2015). It is not available as                           
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 yet so a Virtual Machine had to be configured from its initial state. The                           
provisioning of VMs is facilitated by the Command Line Interface tool (​gcloud​),                       
however, the configuration of the service itself took numerous manual steps.                     
Further, the Windows Server environment provided by the VM had various                     
security restrictions. It was necessary to add several domains to the list of trust                           
sites in Internet Explorer ​in order to be able to download the JDK 7 and Mozilla                               
Firefox. 
 
Interaction  Capabilities  Score  Weighting 









The monitoring for Google Compute Engine VMs and the Google Application                     
Engine instances is particularly interesting as, although it presents a simple                     
interface, it can be changed to present different types of data, such as CPU,                           
Memory and Network traffic. The “Overview” page presents a good summary of                       
all the activity in both GAE and GCE. Beyond that, the “Logs” page presents a                             
comprehensive log aggregation solution where the user can filter the log entries                       
and search for any word, this is really helpful for troubleshooting. 
 
Google Cloud Platform does not offer any bug tracking system for the user. One                           
could be configured within a new GCE Virtual Machine but would also involve a                           
























To support the scoring for the “Cost­Effective” criteria in all the interactions                       
analyzed previously, the billing report below was verified while approaching the                     
end of the trial period (Figure 4.1). The cost of running such experiments on                           
Google Cloud Platform for thirty days consumed approximately one third of the                       
value that was granted to the user within the trial period of sixty days ($300). The                               
services were not used constantly throughout this period and the initial tests                       
demanded numerous redeployments and adjustments to the application’s code,                 








The following table presents the summary DOMICloud Scorecard that was                   
assigned to the key interactions with the Google Cloud Platform solution. The                       

















The research work conducted with Google Cloud Platform indicates that the                     
platform has reliable offerings. There was no disruption of services during any of                         
the exercises, reinforcing once more that the solution has been available in the                         
market long enough to have reached a good level of maturity. It presents friendly                           
interfaces (both Web­based and CLI­based). It does not exhibit a critical level of                         
complexity for the configuration of its services. Although it could improve its                       
offerings regarding the automation of a Deployment Pipeline. It offers good                     
monitoring and logging capabilities but it does facilitate any cloud­based bug                     
tracking system. The speed is very satisfactory in every aspect: Application                     
server, VM provisioning, build, tests and deployment. R​egarding the cost, the                     





To sign up for the trial period of thirty days in Bluemix, a credit card is not                                 
required. With the IBM ID in place the free trial limits the applicant to the “free                               
tier” options available for the services in the catalogue. 
 












The dashboard presented a good separation of Applications, Services,                 
Containers and Virtual Machines, it also helps the user understand what is the                         
overall state of all the applications through the “App Health” monitor and keep                         
track of the number of services allocated to the account, one negative point is                           
that the “Horizon Dashboard” is part of a completely different console and the                         



























The Cloud Foundry Command Line Interface tool allows the user to perform                       
management operations involving Bluemix applications, such as, create               
applications, create and bind services, and check logs. During the research, the                       
tool was used in one specific operation, to “push” the application’s deployment                       
artifact to the cloud and install the custom instance of the Liberty Profile                         
Application Server through the community ​buildpack​, however, while trying to                   
interact with the IaaS components, the author could not find any CLI tool to                           
manage virtual machines and its network access, the installation of the local                       
instance of the Application Server was not facilitated through the CLI utility either. 
 













 Applications that are deployed to Websphere Liberty Profile do not require any                       
special configuration (no “vendor lock­in”), the only change that had to be                       
performed was related to a rendering issue with the SiteMesh framework (which                       
was replaced later by Apache Tiles), however, there are no limitations related to                         
specific application resources, all the Java classes within the sample application                     
were deployed to the cloud. The ability to use Community ​Buildpacks is an                         
interesting feature that allows a high level of customization and extensibility,                     
however, the fact that the default instance is consistently failing based on the                         
presence of Spring JAR packages is a negative point. 
 












The process to bind services to the application is very straight­forward, although                       
it requires a restart of the Liberty Profile instance for the re­staging operation.                         
The specific database service that was targeted for this research was in                       
Experimental Mode so the ClearDB MySQL database (hosted outside Bluemix’s                   
infrastructure) was used as an alternative, the author could not identify an online                         
interface to perform any configuration against the database instance. The limited                     
number of connections (4 active connections) in the “free tier” model caused an                         
impact during the Unit Tests so some of the tests had to be disabled. Bluemix                             
offers a Cloud Foundry mechanism (​CloudFoundry Documentation, 2015) to                 
facilitate the connection with the database and other services. Once the services                       
are bound to the application, a JSON object is appended to the value of a                             
variable called “VCAP_SERVICES”. It can be retrieved and parsed by the                     
application code so it can interact with the service. Although it is an interesting                           




















The creation of the Deployment Pipeline presented itself as a smooth process,                       
the basic stages (Build and Deploy) were already pre­assembled and ready to                       
use with Ant, they just had to be adjusted and connected to additional stages to                             
achieve the Deployment Pipeline that was idealized. There were connectivity                   
issues that were preventing any communication with the database server and the                       
Selenium Hub, this impacted the configuration and tests that were being                     
processed in the pipeline, the issue was corrected in the latest stages of the                           
research and that allowed further testing within the pipeline. One issue that                       
remained unresolved is the conditional trigger based on the status of the GUI                         
Test, the author could not identify any mechanism that could invoke different                       
stages based on the result of the tests, however, the overall configuration of the                           
pipeline was performed very quickly and intuitively, the interface is also a good                         

























Both containers and Virtual Machines are still in BETA mode, so the utilities to                           
interact with them are limited at the moment. The creation of SSH keys could                           
have been done seamlessly via command line utilities. Some of the operations                       
available in the Horizon Dashboard could be performed on the actual “cover                       
page” of the VM itself. The “free tier” model, once more, caused a negative                           
impact since it does not offer VMs with a desktop to facilitate the configuration of                             
the Selenium Hub. Several steps had to be performed on the Linux VM to                           
configure the GUI Test service. The offering needs improvement to relieve the                       
friction for the users, however, the potential of such technologies is relevant for                         
the adoption of the platform. The provisioning of cloud nodes in SoftLayer and                         
the components can be easily achieved through solutions like Docker, which                     
leverages Linux Containers (LXC) to deploy software more efficiently against                   
specific environments. Regarding pricing: Virtual Machines are still in Beta mode                     
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The application monitoring that is presented in Bluemix’s dashboard is limited to                       
a summary of the memory usage and the overall application health. To gather                         
more detailed information about the application activities, the “NewRelic” service                   










The Liberty Profile logs are available in the “Files and Logs” section of the                           
application overview page. It presents an extensive list of folders and files and,                         
based on the investigation of the issues faced during the experiments conducted                       
in this research, the majority of them are not relevant for a more directed                           
troubleshooting. The Application Server’s log is under “logs/messages.log” so                 
perhaps the interface could give more emphasis on this one and move the other                           
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 files to another section of the interface, in case some other information is                         
necessary to investigate different issues. 
 
IBM Bluemix offers a “Plan and Track” solution as part of its DevOps Services.                           
This allows the creation of “tickets” that can be distributed to a number of                           
developers and organize the tasks and defects for them. It associates these                       
items with “story” work items. As part of the Agile methodology, it would be                           
interesting to automatically create defects for any build or GUI test failures that                         
occur in the Deployment Pipeline but the author could not find any configuration                         
to link these features. It is still a valuable feature as it concentrates more aspects                             
of the development lifecycle within the same platform. 
 















IBM Bluemix has a wide range of options in its services catalogue, but for the                             
objective of this research, only 3 services were utilized: Community ​buildpacks​,                     
ClearDB MySQL and NewRelic monitoring, the last two are free so the focus of                           
the billing is on the Liberty Profile instance that is running on the cloud. In IBM                               
Bluemix, the user is charged based on “GB­Hour” (Bluemix, 2015), which means,                       
the cost of the services is based on how many gigabytes of RAM are allocated to                               
the application, the number of application instances and hours of activity (Total                       
GB/App ​x Number of App Instances ​x Total Hours running). The estimate                       
provided by Bluemix states that, in a month, the cost should be $ 54.15 (Figure                             

























The experiments performed with IBM Bluemix presented positive results even                   
though it is one of the latest Cloud Solutions (with both PaaS and IaaS offerings)                             
to be released into the market. It is a competitive option and it leverages                           
third­party technologies, connecting them through its own service catalogue and                   
making the DevOps Services features available to the users. It is a friendly                         
solution that facilitates the creation of applications and binding of services. It                       
does not present considerable friction to provision and configure most of its                       
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 services and components (Simple), it facilitates the integration of services that                     
improve the monitoring and logging considerably. The community ​buildpack                 
deployment introduces some delay to the actual deployment operation. Despite                   
this the Liberty Profile J2EE container is very fast and its local instance exposes                           
all the configuration for any adjustments that might be necessary. The billing                       








































The IT Industry presents a growing adoption of DevOps practices, however, the                       
initiatives normally target on­premises infrastructures. There is an opportunity to                   
explore how the same practices can be implemented by leveraging Cloud                     
Solutions. Due to the popularity of Cloud Services and the increasing struggle to                         
improve the software development process, it was identified a need to map which                         
Cloud offerings in the market could mitigate this problem by, not only allowing the                           
user to abstract the non­functional requirements like scalability and availability,                   
but to improve the actual software delivery process by quickly provisioning a                       
development environment with cloud­based DevOps tools. 
 
In this research, two Cloud Solutions were analyzed from the DevOps                     
perspective, an evaluation framework was elaborated to guide the comparison                   
and evidence which one presents the most ideal set of non­​siloed tools and                         
services for Continuous Integration (CI) and Continuous Delivery (CD). The                   
author verified the interfaces provided to interact with the solutions’ components,                     
ran an experiment involving the creation of a Deployment Pipeline by leveraging                       
both PaaS and IaaS elements of each Cloud solution, deployed a sample                       
application and changed its code to simulate a Development environment.                   
Additional features like monitoring and bug tracking were also verified to check if                         
the solutions facilitate tasks that fall in the scope of an Operations team. 
 
The research was conducted by subscribing to both services and exploring the                       
features to assemble a Deployment Pipeline: the author installed and configured                     
several tools, adjusted the code of the sample application, provisioned databases                     
and virtual machines and verified the flow of the pipeline to deliver the application                           
to the PaaS J2EE Containers. For all the operations involved, the evaluation was                         
guided by a framework, the DevOps Measurement Index for the Cloud                     
(DOMICloud). It defines capabilities for each cloud solution: checking if a given                       
interface is user­friendly, does not present complicated configuration steps and                   
offers automatic provisioning. It can be monitored and it does not require a high                           
investment. The author also documented two DOMICloud scorecards to illustrate                   
the performance of each cloud solution by mapping specific operations, such as,                       
creating a Deployment Pipeline or provisioning a virtual machine, points were                     






At the end of this research, it was discovered that IBM Bluemix was the choice                             
that presented the best alignment with the DevOps paradigm, proper                   
combination of PaaS and IaaS elements, strategic partnership with third­party                   
services to improve the interaction with the application and the creation of the                         
Build and Deploy Pipeline. Bluemix presented itself as a competitive option. Both                       
vendors (Google and IBM) offer valuable services but Bluemix introduces a more                       
adequate level of extensibility and customization. Refer to Appendix E for a                       
combined scorecard. 
 
An enterprise­level application can benefit from such combination of tools as it                       
will substantially mitigate the friction of assembling a Continuous Integration and                     
Continuous Delivery environment even if it is leveraged to support only a portion                         
of its components. By reducing the management overhead involved in build and                       
test servers, including the maintenance of CI systems or GUI Test solutions the                         
development team can rely on the “Service” model to abstract the underlying                       
maintenance around these elements. The model also enables the automation of                     
the provisioning of a Deployment Pipeline, allowing the verification of separate                     
components of the enterprise application through the pipeline before they are all                       
connected and ready to be promoted to the next step of Quality Control. 
 









As enterprise­level applications normally present multiple components and a                 
certain level of complexity, Bluemix stands out as it has the flexibility offered by                           
Cloud Foundry’s management options and the capability to bind multiple                   
third­party services to its applications, this facilitates the orchestration with other                     
tools that can even be introduced to its service catalogue in the future. 
 
The Deployment Pipeline from Google Cloud Platform was created successfully                   
but it was not possible to leverage all the automatic features introduced by the                           
platform. The “Release Pipeline” feature can still be used to assemble a                       
simplified version of a proper Deployment Pipeline ​comprised of the build, test                       
and deploy steps. Another option would be to have a hybrid Deployment Pipeline                         
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 that would execute part of the steps locally and some other steps on the cloud. It                               
could trigger the deployment to the cloud through a GIT commit operation and                         
delegate the basic steps (Build, test and deploy), then it could rely on some                           





It was expected that, Google, as a more mature platform, would have more                         
DevOps focused offerings in its catalogue, some technologies provided are                   
aligned with the concepts of DevOps, such as: the automatic provisioning of                       
Application Servers, Virtual Machines and Databases, however, the interaction                 
between these tools, from the point of view of a Deployment Pipeline, still needs                           
to be improved. Cloud Solutions can leverage more opportunities to facilitate the                       
development process by helping the user to connect tests, deployment and code                       
stream management, which involves the separation of source­code that resides                   
in the Development workflow from code that is promoted to a QA or Stabilization                           
environment, including Production. 
 
This research indicates the need for more sophisticated cloud offerings involving                     
CI and CD features that can improve the quality of the software that is being                             
developed and delivered to the PaaS servers, by improving their service                     
catalogue and increasing the consistency of the ​deliverables of a project through                       
the DevOps tooling. The abstraction of the infrastructure and the automated                     
provision of tools for testing and management of software artifacts, including                     
monitoring components, are valuable features that allow a software development                   
team to focus on delivering more value to their customers instead of allocating                         
efforts to manage and connect components to achieve a proper orchestration of                       
DevOps tools, the study of such features is what makes this research significant.                         
The elaboration of DOMICloud is a starting point to analyze, measure and                       





This research was affected by some limitations involving financial investment and                     
time. One exercise that was not conducted due to financial limitations refers to an                           
experiment involving multiple Development Pipelines, similar to the test                 
conducted by Bhanu Prakash, et ​al​. (2012) with multiple Virtual Machines                     
running Selenium test cases. They showed that by increasing the number of                       
Virtual Machines, a higher number of test cases could be performed in a shorter                           
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 time­frame. A similar test could be done with multiple Development Pipelines                     
reproducing a scenario where a given change could block the pipeline due to an                           
error that would be deliberately committed into the source­code repository and                     
other Development Pipelines would work in parallel without the offending                   
code­change to validate other commits that are delivered through a simulation by                       
different developers. That would present an interesting vision of how multiple                     
Development Pipelines could allow developers to continue leveraging an                 
instance of the Development environment while another developer that delivered                   
some code that “broke” the environment would allocate some time to work on the                           
issue and fix the bug. The author also did not explore the elasticity of the                             
components in the Deployment Pipeline to present metrics regarding availability                   
and scalability, such test with a high workload incurs in more expenses and it is                             
not properly conducted with a trial package with basic quota services. 
 
One other exercise that could not be conducted is related to a simulation of the                             
development cycle of a complex application that integrates multiple components.                   
The main application would be comprised of different web contexts, a separate                       
API that would be included in a JAR package (perhaps even some orchestration                         
with a different ​runtime languages like Python or Ruby), the unit tests could                         
involve more dependencies: connecting to a Messaging Queue (MQ) solution                   
and a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server. This exercise would                     
improve the evaluation of the DevOps tooling by experimenting with an                     
application that would simulate more enterprise­level components and, it could                   
also point out more compatibility issues, any impacts to the configuration of the                         
Deployment Pipeline could be a negative point for the Cloud Solution under                       
evaluation, that would confirm which Cloud Solution provides better compatibility                   
between its services. 
 
One last material that the author could not integrate to the work performed in this                             
analysis was a qualitative research to gather the impressions towards the                     
DevOps tooling of both platforms, due to time constraints, it was not possible to                           
organize a research population and elaborate a questionnaire. That would                   















This research is a starting point that should foment the study of different aspects                           
of Cloud Computing, while PaaS and IaaS are commonly leveraged for                     
non­functional requirements that support the state of the already­assembled                 
application, there are elements of the development process itself that also                     
require their own infrastructure and collaboration with other tools and services.                     
This introduces an opportunity to the vendors to offer new services, allowing                       
users ​to abstract the non­functional requirements of the assets involved in their                       
Development process, improving the quality of the functional requirements                 
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CI aims to improve quality assurance by eliminating inconsistencies in the build                       
and testing phase, the most common one being, the scenario where a developer                         
would state that the latest change "is working on his machine". That introduces a                           
risk as, at that point, it is not confirmed how that new ​change set will behave                               
once it is deployed to a real environment. 
CI is achieved by assembling a flow where the Development code stream is                         
pulled by a centralized service that tests new code and build the deployable                         
software artifacts, Paul M. Duvall, et al. (2007, p.40) describe the general idea of                           
CI by stating that the steps in a CI scenario will typically go something like this​: 
1. First, a developer commits code to the version control repository.                   
Meanwhile, the CI server on the integration build machine is polling this                       
repository for changes (one approach is to perform the check every few                       
minutes). 
2. Soon after a commit occurs, the CI server detects that changes have                       
occurred in the version control repository, so the CI server retrieves the                       
latest copy of the code from the repository and then executes a build                         
script, which integrates the software. 
3. The CI server generates feedback by e­mailing build results to specified                     
project members. 








CI aims to automate and constantly repeat operations that are considered risky                       
(error­prone), set up a centralized service to handle all changes and, mostly                       
important, Testing. These tests can be comprised of Static Analysis (Checking                     
for Code conventions issues, compilation problems or anticipating ​runtime                 
exceptions by verifying variables that are not being handled properly) and Unit                       
Tests, which is a practice aligned with Test­Driven­Development (TDD). 
The TDD practice combined with the continual centralized build approach of CI                       
improves the consistency of the tests and produces more robust software, it                       
prevents the accumulation of bugs and, as each build cycle handles a small set                           
of ​change sets​, it is easier to troubleshoot and unblock the development pipeline,                         










CD focuses on facilitating the deployment of the application by turning a manual,                         
time­consuming, error­prone process into a stable and automated operation. This                   
helps developers to efficiently turn ideas and changes into real value for their                         
customers. It involves the development life­cycle of the application, focusing on                     
improving the process of the deployment of the artifacts that are generated by                         
the build phase into a “Production” environment. The deployable artifacts should                     
be initially deployed to a "Development Environment". After they are deployed                     
and the application is available, there is another round of automated tests that                         
should simulate the operations performed by the end­users. This practice is very                       
important to make the Software Development Life Cycle faster and more                     
consistent. It achieves this by eliminating manual tasks and mitigating the                     
deployment risks, the application is “Production­ready” if the resulting                 
deployment matches the criteria of a functional application and it is able to deliver                           
the services required by the end­users. 
 
The most important concept within CD is the Deployment Pipeline (Figure B.1),                       
Jez Humble, et ​al​. (2011, ​p​.38) state that “Every change that is made to an                             
application’s configuration, source code, environment, or data, triggers the                 
creation of a new instance of the pipeline. One of the first steps in the pipeline is                                 
to create binaries and installers. The rest of the pipeline runs a series of tests on                               
the binaries to prove that they can be released. Each test that the release                           
candidate passes gives us more confidence that this particular combination of                     
binary code, configuration information, environment, and data will work. If the                     








● Elimination of risks by properly separating development, staging and                 
production environments 
● Effective understanding of the elements of the same through Configuration                   




It also focuses on auditing through recorded operations and logging so the                       






The following section describe how to create a Deployment Pipeline by                     
leveraging IaaS and PaaS options from Google Cloud Platform. 
 
The ​sign­up procedure was simple, when this research was being elaborated,                     
Google was offering a 60­day free trial with a $300 credit (Figure C.1) that allows                             
one to explore the services and evaluate some of its features. The access to the                             







Once the sign up is completed, the user is presented to the Developers Console,                           
this section ​is comprised of an initial menu that is used to manage projects and                             
change general account configurations, including billing. A project is created                   






By accessing a specific project, the console expanded the menu showing all the                         
services available to the project, it also presents a monitoring dashboard which                       












○ App Engine: Application Server instances to run the application                 
that was deployed. 
Compute Engine: Virtual Machines to support additional tasks               
related to the pipeline. 
3. Storage: 




 ○ Browse: To read and edit the source­code that was committed                   
through Git, used for small configuration changes. 
Releases: This feature was explored in this research but later                   
abandoned due to a misconfiguration that causes compatibility               
problems with GAE. 
 




In order to proceed with the evaluation of the DevOps tools, it was necessary to                             
prepare the integration and delivery mechanisms to illustrate the Software                   
Development Life Cycle within the Google Cloud Platform environment, a vital                     
part of this process is the actual component that manages the application once it                           
is deployed, that is the Google Application Engine (GAE). The GAE represents                       
the Platform­as­a­Service ​portion of the services provided by Google Cloud, it is                       
seen as an abstraction of an application server that supports different                     
technologies like Java, Python or PHP, beyond hosting the application, it also                       
covers important non­functional requirements with features like Automatic               
Scaling and Load Balancing, including the integration with other Google Cloud                     
Services and APIs. As per Google’s official documentation (2015), “Google App                     
Engine makes it easy to build and deploy an application that runs reliably even                           
under heavy load and with large amounts of data”. 
 
The console presents several "Quick Start" options within each category, ​in order                       
to gather some understanding about the deployment steps and the expected                     
template of a GAE Application, the author followed the instructions to "Set up                         







The instructions are comprised of 3 steps: "Install Cloud SDK", "Get Started with                         
Google Cloud Platform Service" and "Submit Questions and give us feedback".                     
The first step (Install Cloud SDK) is very straight forward, in this research, the                           
"​GoogleCloudSDKInstaller​.exe"file was downloaded and installed on a Windows               
workstation after selecting the "App Engine SDK for Java" option in the                       
installation wizard (Figure C.5). This step installs the client­side libraries for all                       
the Google Cloud API calls that are used to interact with the services                         
programmatically, it must also install some sort of security mechanism, like                     






The second step (Get Started with Google Cloud Platform Service) involves                     
many suggestions involving all services, in this research the "Try Google App                       
Engine Now" link was chosen. In this next page, the user follows a sequence of                             
quick instructions to prepare a small sample application, run it locally and deploy                         
it to the App Engine. This sample application is called "​appengine​­try­java.zip"                     
and it is available for download on the same page, the structure of this                           
application is very similar to any regular Maven web application                   
("maven­archetype­​webapp​"), except for the presence of an additional               
Deployment Descriptor (DD) found in the "​src​/main/​webapp​/WEB­INF" directory:               
"​appengine​­web.​xml​". 
 
This additional file, ​appengine​­web.​xml​, is used to "specify the app's registered                     
application ID and the version identifier of the latest code", it also defines system                           











The project was then populated with the source­code of the sample Web                       
Application, the pom.​xml file was edited with the main components used by the                         
Java application, the Project Object Model file is used by Maven to manage the                           
project dependencies and the other steps of its building and deploying ​lifecycle​. 
 
The project was imported to Eclipse to facilitate the adjustments to the                       
source­code and the "pom.​xml​" file, some dependencies had to be adjusted                     
based on the restrictions associated with GAE (Google, 2015), which only allows                       
certain Java Library classes to be loaded into its JVM. For every dependency                         
that is removed from the "pom.​xml​", it is recommended to re­create the project's                         
classpath within Eclipse to avoid any compilation issues on the Integrated                     
Development Environment (IDE) interface, this is done through the following                   
Maven command: "​mvn​ eclipse:eclipse​". 
 
In order to test the application locally, the following command is used: "​mvn                         
appengine:devserver ­DskipTests", with this approach, the Unit Tests are                 
skipped to conduct an initial evaluation of the local GAE development server. The                         














The application's code also needs to be changed so it won't require any Web                           
Context, this was done to follow the expected URL mapping of the GAE. After                           





 The Maven build process triggers the Unit Test classes by default so, since the                           
sample application is using "​JUnit​" to test the common operations against the                       
database (create, read, update, delete, list items), the "­DskipTests" system                   
property was used to skip this step, allowing this way, the initial deployment                         
against the local instance of GAE that is installed along with the Google Cloud                           
SDK. This system property that skips the Unit Tests is no longer necessary once                           
the MySQL Database is configured and the application tables are created, this                       
approach was used just as a sanity check to verify if the application can be                             
deployed against the local GAE instance. 
 
To publish the application to Google Cloud and automatically provision an                     
instance of GAE, the following command is used: "​mvn clean appengine:update                     
­DskipTests​". This command deploys the application's main deployable artifact,                 
which, in this case is a ".war" package that is produced by the Maven build. This                               
approach uploads the packaged application to the GAE without involving any                     
source­code repository. The “appengine:update” command builds the artifact and                 
exceptionally, the first time it is executed, it prompts the user for an OAuth token.                             
This token is an authorization code that allows this client to upload the                         
application package to the cloud. This is a security check triggered by the                         
command line operation, it opens an instance of the default browser, prompts the                         
user to login with a Google account (Figure C.6) and asks the user to authorize                             
the local GAE Configuration to manage applications in the Google Cloud platform                       
through Open Authentication (OAuth). once the user accepts it, a code is                       
presented on the browser interface and the same must be copied and pasted into                           
the command line interface, this operation creates a file under the user’s home                         







Once the ​OAuth token is provided in the command­line interface, the Maven                       
build process is completed and the GAE dashboard in the Developers Console                       
















At the bottom, it shows a summary of Instances, Billing Status, Current Load,                         







That is result of the newly created GAE instance that is automatically provisioned                         
once the “​appengine:update​” command is executed. ​From this point onwards, the                     
Google Cloud platform automatically provisions additional instances of the GAE                   
server depending on the workload within the application. 
C.3 Storage – Cloud SQL 
The sample application is only functional on the Google Cloud environment if it                         
can connect to a database, so an instance of the Cloud SQL component was                           
created to accommodate this need. To create a Cloud SQL instance, the user                         
needs to navigate to the Developers Console, select the option "Cloud SQL"                       






In the “Create Cloud SQL Instance” page, it asks the user to specify an “Instance                             
ID”, region (Make sure the same region that hosts the GAE instance is selected),                           
tier (the default is “D1 ­ 512MB” of RAM) and options involving the backup                           
schedules and the “Activation policy”, the latter specifies how the database                     
system is activated, the default option is “On Demand”, which means, the                       




This provisions an instance of MySQL 5.5 by default in Google Cloud’s                       
infrastructure, the next steps are the creation of the “root” user associated with                         
the “%” client host (the percentage symbol allows connections from any client)                       






Once the database is created it is necessary to authorize the existing Google                         
Application Engine application to access the database, this is done by clicking on                         
the database instance, navigating to the “Access Control” tab and adding the                       
Application ID in the “Authorized App Engine Applications” section. 
 
Google Cloud's database is a special MySQL Database instance that requires a                       
special driver when applications are deployed to GAE. For the purposes of this                         
research, the Cloud SQL database was configured remotely by using ​a SQL                       
Client called "Squirrel SQL Client" (Figure C.10), a connection alias containing a                       







The Spring MVC configuration file (mvc­servlet.xml) defines how the Java                   
Database Connectivity (JDBC) Connection Pool is generated, it basically loads a                     















Each environment has its own properties file containing the connection details for                       
its own MySQL Server instance, the "Development" environment has local                   
connection information and credentials to the local database instance whereas,                   
the "Production" (GAE) environment, is different based on the special                   
requirements demanded by Google's Cloud SQL database instance, within the                   
Google Developers Console, it is possible to specify which applications have                     
access to a given Cloud SQL instance so no password is necessary when                         
connecting to the Cloud SQL database from the GAE environment. GAE should                       
inject the required Google Driver into the application once it is deployed into                         
GAE, another requirement that is described by the documentation is that the                       
"Connector J" (Special connector for MySQL) needs to be defined in the                       
application's "​appengine​­web.​xml​", this connector is defined by adding               
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 "​<​use­​google​­connector­​j>​true​</​use­​google​­connector­​j>​" to Google Application Engine's         
deployment descriptor. 
 


















In this research, the steps were elaborated to try to automate everything as much                           
as possible, therefore, ​in order to avoid any changes to the source­code to                         
specify the properties file, the Spring MVC configuration was adjusted to load the                         
name of the properties file from an environment variable called "ENV_SYSTEM",                     
the default value of this configuration property is "AppEngine" so, if the                       
environment variable is not defined, the application is deployed loading the data                       
from "AppEngine.properties". ​In order to test the application locally, it is                     
necessary to run the command "​export ENV_SYSTEM='Development'​" to define the                   







This configuration is revisited when the Continuous Integration environment is                   
assembled, a third properties file is created to store database connections details                       
specific to the Google Cloud SQL database. 
C.4 Source Code – Release management 
Google Cloud also offers a Source Code Management (SCM) system called                     
"Git", which manages the application's source­code in the Cloud, this repository                     
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 is used for the "Push­and­Deploy" approaches that are offered by the Google                       
Cloud Platform: "Automatic Releases pipeline" and "The GCE Jenkins VM". 
 
The “” service automatically creates a Deployment Pipeline and connects it to the                         
source­code so it can build, test and deploy the package to the GAE instance.                           
The proposal of the feature is to provide this basic Continuous Integration                       
environment with minimal configuration effort. 
 
In order to configure the releases’ pipeline in the Google Cloud Platform, the user                           
needs to navigate to the Google Developers Console and select the option                       
"Releases" under the "Source Code" section. A form (Figure C.11) is presented                       
so the user can specify some options involving the pipeline, for this research,                         






This option is presented two major issues, the first one is that the access to                             
Jenkins is limited and none of the build steps can be configured, the second                           
issue is related to a Java compilation problem that was identified during the                         
research, the automatic configuration creates, by default, a Jenkins VM within the                       
Google Compute Engine (GCE) Infrastructure­as­a­Service (IaaS) environment,             
this VM uses a Java Development Kit (JDK) version 8 to compile the application                           
code and the GAE does not support Java Server Pages (JSPs) compiled with                         
this particular version, only the ones compiled with JDK 7 or earlier versions, a                           
workaround to change the JDK version within the service was not identified, the                         









Currently, there is no solution for this problem as the VM is automatically                         
configured and the access to the Jenkins management console is limited. This                       
issue delayed the evaluation of the Continuous Integration and Continuous                   
Delivery components as an alternative had to be considered. 
C.5 Creation of GCE Jenkins VM 
This approach involves the creation of a Jenkins VM through the Google Cloud                         
Command Line Interface (CLI) component, followed by its configuration and, in                     
addition to the first approach, as the access to the Jenkins management console                         
is now available, it also includes the creation of a second GCE VM that hosts a                               
Selenium Hub, allowing a pipeline that involves build, Unit Testing, deploy to                       
GAE and Graphic User Interface (GUI) tests through the Selenium server. This                       
approach also comprises a conditional build tagging mechanism that is added to                       
the end of the pipeline, builds that are successfully deployed and provide                       
expected results on user interface tests to indicate which build needs to be                         
tagged properly to be eligible for promotion to the next environments. 
 
The creation of the Jenkins VM is done through the CLI tool called "gcloud" and                             
its mechanism to automatically load Bitnami images, according to their online                     
page (Bitnami, 2015), “Bitnami is a library of popular server applications and                       
development environments that can be installed with one click, either in your                       
laptop, in a virtual machine or hosted in the cloud. We take care of compiling and                               
configuring the applications and all of their dependencies (third­party libraries,                   
language runtimes, databases) so they work out­of­the­box”. The “gcloud” tool                   
easily controls the services provided by the Google Cloud Platform, the                     



























The configuration of the Jenkins jobs is done through the Jenkins management                       
console, for the purposes of this research, four jobs were created to assemble                         











1) Build_test_deploy: This step connects to the Git repository, retrieves the                     
code, run the required Unit Tests and builds the web application package (.war)                         
so that it can be deployed to GAE. It has a downstream Jenkins project called                             
"GUI_Test" that is triggered only if this initial steps are completed successfully.                       
The Maven command used in this step specifies only Unit Tests (Figure C.15)                         
and it skips the test cases declared under the “selenium” package (clean                       
­Dtest=com.calmlywriting.junit.**/* test package). A second step is added to                 
perform the deployment operation, the following “Shell Script” command was                   






In order to properly configure the access to the Cloud SQL database and allow                           
the Unit Tests to run, a third properties file was created (Pipeline.properties) to                         
be consumed exclusively by Unit Tests executed in the Jenkins build step. This is                           
done through the configuration of the "ENV_SYSTEM" environment variable                 
under the Slave machine that is used by this Jenkins Bitnami VM (Under the                           
configuration of the "cloud­dev­java" slave, there is a "config" option that leads to                         
a form that allows the user to add environment variables). Another dependency is                         
related to “Access Control” within the Google SQL instance, the user needs to                         
authorize the communication between the Jenkins Pipeline and the Database                   







 With this additional configuration applied, the “Build_test_deploy” project is                 
almost ready to be executed, however, the initial trigger of the pipeline needs to                           
be automated, this is achieved by configuring the project once more and select                         
the “Poll SCM” option under the “Build Triggers” section, the official                     
documentation suggests the “H/5 * * * *” for the configuration for the scheduled                           
task, this performs a check on the GIT repository for any new commits every 5                             
minutes. 
 
The Jenkins Bitnami image is provisioned with the JDK 8 by default and Google                           
Application Engine is not compatible with JSPs compiled with this version, to                       
solve this problem the author had to adjust Jenkins configuration by navigating to                         
the “Manage Jenkins > Configure System” page and adding the JDK 7 (Figure                         
C.17), the Oracle credentials must be provided and once the configuration is                       
saved, the job configuration page presents a drop­down so the user can select                         






2) GUI_Test: This step executes the Selenium Classes that validate the                     
interactions with the sample application's interface (using the following Maven                   
command: ­Dtest=com.calmlywriting.selenium.** test), it is triggered by a               
successful execution of the previous project (Build_test_deploy). The Selenium                 
classes need to connect to a Selenium Hub that delegates the test processing to                           
a Remote WebDriver, based on this need, a second GCE Virtual Machine was                         
created to host both the Selenium Hub and the Web Driver to run a Firefox                             
browser for each "GUI_Test" build. The creation of this VM is discussed in the                           
next section. 
 
3) Tag_build: The last two Jenkins projects are also conditional, if the                       
"GUI_Test" build fails, it should create a defect, if it is executed successfully, it                           
should tag this build within the GIT repository so the files associated with this                           




 Before the build can be tagged, Jenkins needs to configure the global user for                           
the GIT system, this is done in “Manage Jenkins > Configure System”, within the                           






The tagging is configured through a post­build action configured within the                     
Jenkins project (Figure C.19), the Git Publisher option allows the user to create                         
tags within the GIT repository to create a logical snapshot of the ​changeset that                           
was committed, since multiple builds are processed throughout the development                   
cycle, the tags were named as “​Good_build_${BUILD_ID​}”, the “BUILD_ID”                 






4) Create_defect: This step should, ideally, create an entry in a bug tracking                         
system if the GUI Test fails. It can trigger an Application Programming Interface                         
(API) call to a ​Bugzilla or JIRA and assign to the author of the class associated                               
with the feature that was being tested. Since there is no orchestration available                         
with a bug tracking service, the author just placed a Shell Command to print a                             
message, just for testing purposes. 
 
To automatically trigger the last two projects (“Tag_build” and “Create_defect”)                   
conditionally, the author used the “​Parameterized Build” ​plugin (Figure C.20) and                     
adjusted the “GUI_Test” project to invoke each build based on the status of its                           
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To help the user visualize the flow of the Deployment Pipeline, a ​plugin called                           
“Delivery Pipeline Plugin” was installed, the ​plugin installation does not require a                       
restart and it is done through the “Manage Jenkins” page, the author specified all                           






The pipeline was tested by applying a small change to the text on the index                             
page, the author modified the contents of the page and committed the code                         
through GIT, then the Deployment Pipeline reacts to the change (as per the SCM                           
Polling that was configured in Jenkins) and process the testing flow to validate                         




The Selenium VM was also created with the "gcloud" CLI tool, however, there is                           
no image with a Selenium Hub pre­installed. The author could not identify a more                           
efficient way to provision a GUI Test service automatically. This VM is necessary                         
to allow the invocation of the Firefox browser from the Selenium Web Driver that                           
runs the sample application’s JUnit test cases. A Windows Server 2008 Virtual                       
Machine was created (Figure C.22) to facilitate the configuration of the                     






The VM was created with the command below, it specifies details like the name                           









Once the VM was created, the access through the Microsoft Terminal Services                       
Client (MSTSC) became available (The credentials are also defined as metadata                     
parameters of the "​gcloud​" command) but, before the Selenium test cases can                       
access, it is necessary to create a Firewall Rule in Google Cloud’s network to                           
allow the connection from the local machine to perform tests through local builds. 
 










 When the VM access was obtained, the following steps were executed ​in order to                           
prepare the Selenium Hub: 
a. Install JDK 7: This is a dependency to run the Java components                       
associated with the Selenium Hub and the Web Driver. 
b. Install Firefox: So it can be invoked by Selenium to test the sample                         
application's interface. 
c. Download "selenium­server­standalone­*.jar" package from       
"​www.seleniumhq.org​", place it in a specific folder and prepare two                   













Once both components are started, there is one final step that is required ​in                           
order to allow the access between the Jenkins VM and the Selenium VM, once                           
again, the "​gcloud​" CLI tool is used to create a new Firewall Rule that allows that                               









Code listing C.12: Creating Firewall Rule to allow access between the Jenkins                       
and Selenium VMs. 
 







The Java code is prepared so it can point to the correct Remote WebDriver, the                             



























In IBM Bluemix, as opposed to Google Cloud Platform, ​in order to sign up for the                               
30­day trial period, the user does not require a credit card for the initial                           
subscription, only an email address that is used for the creation of an IBM ID that                               







The dashboard menu is composed of four options: CF Apps (Cloud Foundry                       
applications), Services, Containers and Virtual Machines (Figure D.2), the                 
applications’ section presents the technologies available in the Bluemix PaaS                   
and allows the user ​to automatically provision one of the available platforms and                         
deploy an application, the Services page shows the full Service Catalogue                     
(discussed in upcoming sections) and the last two options are related to Bluemix                         







In the applications pages, there is a report showing the Memory Usage, the                         
Application Health and the ​binded Services (Figure D.3), this facilitates the                     
monitoring of the overall resources provisioned Bluemix. ​In order to create an                       






The user must select between a “Web” or a “Mobile” app and then the technology                             
that is used, Bluemix offers options like: Liberty for Java, SDK for Node.​js​, Go,                           
PHP, Python and Ruby. For the purposes of this research, a Java Web                         
Application was created. The PaaS technology associated with this choice is the                       
Websphere Liberty Profile. 
D.2 Websphere Liberty Profile 
Websphere Liberty Profile is a lightweight application server that supports a                     
subset of the technologies specified on the Java Enterprise Edition (JEE) 6 stack,                         
it is fast and easily configurable, its main configuration file (server.​xml​) is very                         
short and simple, this application server is the default option for Java applications                         
that are deployed to Bluemix. 
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 Once the user creates an application (clicking on the “Create an App” button), the                           
application name must be defined, in this exercise, the application was named as                         
“CalmlyWritingApp”, after that, the system starts to provision the underlying                   
infrastructure immediately and presents three different methods to start working                   
with the new web application (Figure D.4), all these methods offer an option to                           
download a “Starter Code”, which is a simple application containing a “Hello                       
World” page in a standard structure of a Java Enterprise Edition application, the                         
three options are: 
● Eclipse tools for Bluemix​: Involves a ​plugin in the Integrated                   
Development Environment (IDE) that allows the developer to upload a                   
packaged Websphere Liberty Profile server and the application package                 
to Bluemix. 
● Cloud Foundry​: The user installs a Command Line Interface (CLI) tool                     
and executes commands to log into the Cloud Platform and “push” the                       
application to the PaaS server. 
● GIT​: It leverages the Source­Code Management service to create an                   
online version­control repository which can also be used as a web­based                     
IDE, this option also offers a live­sync service where the developer can                       






In order to prepare the local configuration to upload the sample application to                         
Bluemix’s Liberty Profile, the Cloud Foundry CLI was installed (Figure D.5), this                       







To proceed with the creation of the application leveraging the same SCM offering                         
from Google Cloud, the “GIT” option was selected and, after reading the                       
instructions, the author was directed to the application’s overview page (Figure                     
D.6), this page ​is comprised of a set of status information related to the                           
application, a small icon that represents a Websphere Liberty Profile application,                     
the URL of the Bluemix­hosted application, the number of instances, memory                     
quota, available memory, an “APP HEALTH” report with options to restart the                       






In order to test Websphere Liberty Profile locally to verify if the application is fully                             
compatible with it, the author followed the instructions from the “Download just                       
the Liberty profile ​runtime​” page, which is part of the Liberty Profile                       




























Based on these steps the author was able to deploy the sample application to the                             
local instance of Liberty Profile, however, it failed to present the expected                       
interface(it did not render the background image and other UI elements), some                       
investigation was performed but the root cause was not identified, ​in order to                         
progress with the experiment it was necessary to replace ​OpenSymphony​’s                   
SiteMesh, which was the content presentation framework being used in the                     
sample application, with Apache Tiles, which is an alternative that works with the                         
“Composite View” pattern, as opposed to the “Decorator” pattern used in                     
SiteMesh, after replacing the frameworks and ​refactoring the code the application                     
interface was successfully rendered in Liberty Profile. 
 
The deployment artifact was produced by the command “​mvn clean install                     
­DskipTests” (it was necessary to skip the tests since the database had not been                           
configured at this point), the “.war” package was then copied to the “​dropins​”                         
directory of the Liberty Profile instance installed locally, no automation was                     
applied for this step. 
 
To deploy the same artifact to the Liberty Profile instance that is running on the                             
cloud, the user needs a “manifest.​yml​” file, which is Cloud Foundry’s deployment                       
descriptor to “push” the Web Application package to the cloud and the Cloud                         
Foundry CLI that must be installed on the local machine. ​To obtain a                         
“manifest.yml” file, the user can analyze the contents of the “Starter Code”                       
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Code listing D.1: Changes applied to manifest.yml to deploy the sample                     
application to Bluemix. 
 
Once the “manifest.yml” file is modified, the following command is used to “push”                         
the application to the Liberty Profile instance in Bluemix: “cf push ­p                       
target/CalmlyWritingApp.war”, the “­p” parameter refers to the path where the                   
deployment artifact is located, there is an alternative that allows the user to                         
“push” without the “manifest.yml” file, which is the command “cf push                     
CalmlyWritingApp ­p CalmlyWritingApp.war”, by specifying the name of the                 
application, it eliminates the need to prepare a “manifest.yml” file, however, this                       
deployment descriptor is needed if the configuration of the Liberty Profile                     
Application Server needs to be customized, this was elaborated in the upcoming                       
sections. 
D.3 Binding and configuring the Database service 
The Bluemix catalogue offers a variety of services, with a free­tier option on each                           
one of them, the services’ categories are found on the left­side menu of the                           
“Catalogue” page, below the main categories, the “Support” section gathers other                     














 To keep a point of similarity with the Google Cloud solution, that also offers its                             
own custom MySQL database, the author considered two options from the “Data                       
Management” section of Bluemix’s services catalogue: the Experimental MySQL                 
and the ClearDB MySQL Database (Figure D.7), to avoid any tests with                       
“Experimental” services, the latter was selected and binded to the sample                     






In order to prepare the database to interact with the sample application                       
(CalmlyWriting), a client was used to run the SQL code that creates the tables                           
and insert the required data to create the users, roles and some initial content.                           
Following the same approach applied in the evaluation of Google Cloud Platform,                       







 The application’s database connection properties (LibertyProfile.properties) were             
edited to test the artifact against the PaaS platform, the configuration data                       
includes the name of the database, the hostname, port number, username and                       
password, this information is exposed in the application dashboard (the                   
Application Overview page), each service has a “Show Credentials” link that                     
presents a sliding section containing all the configuration of the service in                       
Javascript Object Notation (JSON) format. Once the service is binded to the                       
application, the interface presents a dialog stating that the it needs to “re­stage”                         









Code listing D.2: Database properties file to be loaded by the Spring                       
configuration file. 
 
With the database fully configured with all the application tables, the author                       
moved forward with the adjustments around the application code, more                   
specifically, the Spring configuration file (mvc­servlet.xml), which was modified to                   
consume the “LibertyProfile.properties” file in the absence of the                 
“ENV_SYSTEM” environment variable, so all local builds require the declaration                   







With these adjustments in place, the Development environment is ready to                     
accommodate code changes, Unit Tests involving operations on the local MySQL                     
database instance and the deployment to the both instances of Liberty Profile                       
(local and cloud). 
D.4 DevOps Services 
This section presents the steps taken to configure the Source Control                     
Management (SCM) system and the Deployment Pipeline within Bluemix, it also                     
presents an overview of the main features associated with the DevOps services:                       
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 The options to interact with the code, GIT online components, the Agile planning                         
tool and the Build and Deployment interface. 
 
In the Application Overview page, the “ADD GIT” button presented on the                       
top­right corner initializes the source­code repository for the application, by                   
clicking on it, the user is presented with a dialog that requests the creation of a                               
new account, this time, a “Jazz ID” account, this account is linked with the IBM ID                               
so the user can work with the Source Code Management system, the dialog                         
presents additional instructions stating that the application is deployed every time                     
any code is committed and pushed into the repository (the Push­and­Deploy                     
approach), it also contains a checkbox to enable the addition of the “Starter                         
Code” application to the version­control system, this is offered to assist new                       
users that want to evaluate the code changes in a test application and check the                             
changes right away. 
 
After a few minutes, the GIT repository is ready and this action enables a new                             






In an online article (Techworld, 2011), Ellen Messmer defines the Jazz Hub as a                           
cloud­based software development service that “is based on IBM's software                   
development tool Rational Team Concert. Particularly aimed at use by college                     
students, Jazz Hub is an idea from IBM to encourage a new generation of                           
software developers to work more collaboratively and in the cloud.”, this area is                         
where the developer can visualize the application’s files, manage projects and                     
invite other users to join the development. The menu at the top of the page                             
presents three buttons: “Edit Code”, “Track and Plan” and “Build and Deploy”, the                         
first one provides an interface for code editing, along with options to show GIT                           







The second button, “Track and Plan”, presents instructions to enable this tool in                         
the Project Settings page, this is a tool for agile project planning that manages                           
“sprints” and ”scrums” by allowing the user to create “Stories”, “Tasks” and                       






The “Build and Deploy” button takes the user to the “Build and Deploy Pipeline”                           
page, this area is comprised of “Stages”, steps that are defined in the                         
deployment pipeline in order to prepare and deliver the application to the Cloud,                         
this interface illustrates the flow of the build and deployment phases so the                         
developer can track the operations involved in the code delivery (Figure D.12), it                         







Each stage is configurable and can be adjusted for the particular needs of each                           
application (Figure D.13), this is done by clicking on the “configuration” icon at                         
the top­right corner of each “Stage” element, for example: the “Build Stage”                       
presents options to define the “Input” data, which, in this case, is the source­code                           
from the SCM Repository (GIT) and sets the “trigger” for such action (the entry                           









● IBM Container Service on Bluemix: Build a Docker Image from a                     
Dockerfile using the IBM Container Service Build Service on Bluemix. 
 
The last tab, “Environment Properties”, allows the user to create custom                     







Once the first set of changes is committed and pushed by the user, it                           







 This simple Deployment Pipeline is automatically created to illustrate how the                     
“Starter Code” application is built and deployed, in case the build presents any                         
failures, the user can click on the job and check the error message in the build                               






This section presented some of the features that aggregate more value to the                         
Software Development Lifecycle: Agile planning tool and the Jazz Hub. Including                     
a basic introduction of the Build and Deployment Pipeline, the next section                       
illustrates the steps to configure the “Build and Deploy” pipeline with the sample                         
application prepared for this research. 
D.5 Build and Deploy Pipeline 
To configure the “Build and Deploy” Pipeline with the sample application                     
(CalmlyWriting), four stages were defined: Build, Deploy, GUI Test and Build                     
Tagging, these stages were created based on the basic set of steps of a                           
Development environment’s Deployment Pipeline (Figure D.16). The author               







The first stage (Build) was configured with the “CalmlyWritingApp” code                   
repository as the process input, the only job assigned to it is a Maven command                             







The author has identified an issue with the deployment where the Liberty Profile                         
instance is unable to initialize the application successfully, the error message is: 
“​NoClassDefFoundError:org.springframework.context.ApplicationContextInitializer​”, 
after some research, the author discovered more details about the default Liberty                       
Profile instance that is hosted in Bluemix, according to Jarek Gawor in his                         
answer from the developer’s forum (dW Answers, 2014), this issue happens                     
while deploying a Spring application to Bluemix because “the Spring auto                     
configuration is triggered when the buildpack finds a spring­core*.jar file in your                       
application”, so he suggests the customization the Cloud Foundry buildpack as a                       
workaround, in order to prepare this buildpack, the author forked the                     
“ibm­websphere­liberty­buildpack” from the Cloud Foundry Github repository and               
edited the “configs/components.yml” to remove the line containing “­                 
LibertyBuildpack::Framework::SpringAutoReconfiguration”, once this is done, the           






















One final requirement related to “buildpacks” is related to IBM JVM and IBM                         
Liberty licenses, the license codes can be retrieved from links found in the Cloud                           
Foundry Liberty Profile “readme” page, when the licenses are gathered they                     
need to be included into the application’s “manifest.yml” (As discussed previously                     








The GUI Test stage connects to a Selenium Hub that is hosted in a Bluemix                             
Virtual Machine, the Maven command associated with this stage is similar to the                         







If the GUI Test stage returns a positive result, the build must be tagged, so the                               
next stage was created to address this need, in the “Build Tagging” stage, the                           
configuration was performed with two steps: Configuring the “Username” and                   
“Password” variables, which is done in the Environment Properties tab of the                       
stage configuration (Figure D.17) and the addition of git commands to tag the                         
build, the credentials variables are appended to the command and the number of                         













With the Deployment Pipeline in place, the code changes are verified through                       
Unit Tests, packaged into a deployment artifact and deployed to Bluemix’s                     
Liberty Profile, then the application’s interface is automatically verified and the                     
build is tagged in the version control system in case the changes are successfully                           
validated. 
D.6 Creation of VM in SoftLayer Infrastructure 
In order to execute the GUI Test through the Deployment Pipeline, the author                         
had to follow an approach similar to the one applied to Google Cloud Platform,                           
which means, to create a Virtual Machine and install the Selenium Hub on it. At                             
the time of this research, the author could not identify any option in Bluemix’s                           
service catalogue that offers GUI Tests capabilities, so the VM was created to                         
receive requests from the Maven job running within the “GUI Test” stage in the                           
Build and Deploy Pipeline. 
 
To create a Virtual Machine in Bluemix, the user needs to navigate to the main                             
dashboard, find the “Virtual Machines” section and click on the “Create Virtual                       
Machines” button, currently the Virtual Machines and the “IBM Containers”                   
offerings are in BETA mode so the user might need to wait until the access is                               
enabled. Once the access to Virtual Machines is enabled, a new interface                       






























The VM name defined for this research was “cwseleniumvm”. The VM size                       
represents the resources (CPU, RAM, Disk) allocated for this particular image, in                       
BETA mode the images sizes are limited to basic options, 2 or 3 gigabytes of                             
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 RAM and 1 or 2 CPUs. There is only one option available for the “Network” field,                               
which is the “private” network. The Security Key is the Public Key from an RSA                             
key pair that is used to SSH into the VM, in this research, the keys were                               
generated by using a tool called “Puttygen” (Figure D.19), this tool creates a pair                           
of unique RSA keys (Public and Private keys). The user can configure the public                           






Once the keys are created, save both the public key and the private key in the                               
local disk and load the public key with Puttygen once more by using the “Load                             
existing private key file”, when the private key is loaded it presents the public key                             
in a non­editable text area (Figure D.20), the contents of this field must be copied                             
and pasted into the dialog that is presented in the “Create a Virtual Machine”                           






The VM should be provisioned automatically in a few minutes and update the                         
main dashboard with a new Virtual Machine instance, the VM details (the IP                         
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 Address) can be found by clicking on the VM. To connect to the VM and start the                                 
configuration of the Selenium Hub, the author had to create a new Putty session                           
with the VM IP Address and place the private key under the “Connection > SSH                             
> Auth”, more specifically, in the “private key for authentication” field. While                       
connecting with Putty, it prompts for the username, according to the official                       
documentation, the default user for the VMs is “ibmcloud”, which does not have a                           
password, in order to facilitate the configuration within the VM, the author                       
redefined the password for this user with the command “sudo passwd ibmcloud”.                       
















The initial command updates the package management system, then it installs                     
the “ubuntu­desktop” so the VM has a proper interface to facilitate the                       
visualization of the tests that should be triggered by the Selenium Test Cases,                         
after the machine is restarted, the VM desktop interface can be visualized                       
through the “Horizon Dashboard”, this is a special IaaS Management Console                     
built on top of OpenStack (Open­source cloud computing management platform)                   
that allows the user to manage the VM instances created within Bluemix. To                         
access the “Horizon Dashboard”, the user needs to navigate to the “Manage                       
Organizations” page (by clicking on the icon on the top­left corner of the                         
Dashboard page) and click on “Manage Infrastructure BETA”, the credentials can                     
be found in the JSON­formatted data that is presented when the user clicks on                           
the “Show Credentials” link of the instance of the IBM Cloud (Figure D.21), then                           






The “Horizon Dashboard”, which is also known as OpenStack console, exposes                     
some configuration of the IaaS elements that are provisioned through Bluemix,                     






The most relevant section for this research is found in the “Instances” page, by                           
clicking on the VM that was recently provisioned and changing to the “Console”                         
tab, the browser renders a remote desktop interface that facilitates the access to                         
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Due to the same connectivity limitations that impacted the Unit Tests, it was not                           
possible to run the Selenium Test Cases against the Selenium Hub installed in                         





















Here is a combined DOMICloud summary scorecard comparing both Google                   
Cloud and IBM Bluemix, it is based on the evaluation of the interactions with the                             
DOMICloud capabilities and their respective weighting: 
 
Interaction  Google Score  IBM Score 
Service subscription  5.86  8.22 
Management Dashboard  7.06  7.36 
Client­side Utilities (Application server, 
Command­Line Interface tool and Plugins) 
8.11   5.34 
PaaS J2EE Container  6.73  8.19 
Services configuration and binding  6.52  7.47 
Deployment Pipeline (Build, Tests and 
Deployment) 
6.06  8.22 
Virtual Machines  6.71  7.15 
Additional features (Monitoring, Logging and Bug 
Tracking) 
6.62  7.97 
TOTAL  53.67  58.92 
Table E.1.​ Combined DOMICloud summary scorecard. 
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